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THE BOUNTY HUNTERS -バウンティ・ハンター-
1953

バートとソルは宇宙を駆け巡る賞金稼ぎ いつも貧乏性のバートにクールなソルのコンビは 今日もお金の為なら何でもする 別名 宇宙の便利屋 愛機 ヴィーナス号 を質屋から取り戻す為に引き受けた仕事の依
頼とは 魔王の宮殿 ヴァンパイア ハンター 収録 未単行本作品 あとがき描き下ろし 角川書店 1994年ミステリーdx 増刊ホラーdx 掲載作品

The Bounty Hunters
2021-11-24

collects star wars war of the bounty hunters alpha 2021 1 star wars war of the bounty hunters 2021 1 5 the star
wars comic event you ve been waiting for the notorious bounty hunter boba fett has finally landed his greatest
prize han solo frozen in carbonite for easy transport fett will bring the smuggler to tatooine to collect the
massive bounty placed on solo s head by the fearsome crime lord jabba the hutt there s just one problem
standing between fett and the payday and it s a big one but fett will stop at nothing to get the job done prepare
for a mind blowing space shattering epic event like no other featuring the return of the criminal crimson dawn
plus darth vader luke skywalker leia organa valance doctor aphra and the hutts all vying for the ultimate prize
with boba fett stuck in the middle

Star Wars
2013-01-16

terror strikes matt jax and his bounty hunting family when their teenage son nathan comes up missing while in
the midst of various bounties and captures which are detailed in several chapters dominique jax searches for
her son whom she believes is still alive as the story progresses more problems occur for dominique with matt s
drinking and lies when she learns of his eagerness to cheat she makes a hasty decision however was it the wise
choice of action for her to take written to reveal the ordeal nathan does what he could to escape his captors and
return to his home in kellogg idaho

The Bounty Hunters
2022-11-22

join wily pirate hondo ohnaka to learn about the galaxy s shadowy underworld in star wars the secrets of the
bounty hunters young fans will uncover fascinating stories about the most infamous denizens of scum and
villainy all accompanied by incredible artwork and interactive features such as pop ups booklets and lift the flap
inserts amazon

Star Wars: The Secrets of the Bounty Hunters
2004

the graftonites had incredible reflexes making them superior bounty hunters and almost unstoppable gunmen
they could draw and fire a blaster in a blink of an eye grafton ii had evolved into a planet with no government a
purely libertarian society where all services were privatized and civil disputes were mediated by one on one
gunfights but when the graftonites banded together to take over the galaxy only superspy clifford croft aided by
red sally the always angry firestarter the clapper an eccentric telekinetic who liked to clap and the legendary
bounty hunter known as the silencer could stop them

Attack of the Bounty Hunters
1996

bounty hunter boba fett must deliver the carbonite encased han solo to jabba the hutt but he is not the only one
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who hopes to claim the reward

Battle of the Bounty Hunters
1996-11

he s both feared and admired respected and despised boba fett is the galaxy s most successful bounty hunter
now he finds himself the hunted in the oldest game of all survival of the fittest the once powerful bounty hunter
s guild has been shattered into warring factions now the posting of an enormous bounty on a renegade imperial
stormtrooper is about to start a frenzy of murderous greed hoping to fuel rumors of his death boba fett
abandons his ship slave i and sets out to claim the prize yet his every move leads him closer to a trap set by the
cunning prince xizor fett will die before becoming xizor s pawn in the emperor s war against the rebels and he
may have to for in order to gain his freedom he must outwit a sentient weapon that feeds on human spirits then
he must escape a galaxy of deadly enemies who want to make the rumors of his death a reality features a
bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the star wars expanded universe and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular star wars books of the last thirty years

Tales of the Bounty Hunters
2011-06-28

collects star wars war of the bounty hunters jabba the hutt 2021 1 star wars war of the bounty hunters 4 lom
zuckuss 2021 1 star wars war of the bounty hunters boushh 2021 1 star wars war of the bounty hunters ig 88
2021 1 you will never find a more wretched collection of scum and villainy as boba fett s simple mission to
deliver the carbonite frozen han solo and collect his payday erupts into chaos and the war of the bounty hunters
engulfs the galaxy fan favorites from the darker side of the star wars universe get their chances to shine failed
by his most trusted bounty hunter jabba the hutt hires a bounty hunter from the high republic deva lompop the
team supreme is divided as 4 lom battles zuckuss but what could tear them apart the secret origin of boushh is
revealed as the legendary warrior is hired to assassinate domina tagge and the homicidal droid ig 88 explodes
into action

Slave Ship: Star Wars Legends (The Bounty Hunter Wars)
2021-11-24

u s cavalryman turned army scout david flynn realizes that tracking down the fierce mimbre apache called
soldado viejo is a dangerous business reprint

Star Wars
1993

all out war engulfs the star wars galaxy notorious bounty hunter boba fett has finally landed his greatest prize
han solo frozen in carbonite but solo is about to become one highly sought after smuggler the rebels want their
friend back the empire seeks revenge on one of its greatest enemies and other bounty hunters have their eyes
on a big payday but what moves will the crimson dawn crime syndicate make featuring darth vader jabba the
hutt luke skywalker leia organa valance doctor aphra and more collecting star wars war of the bounty hunters
alpha 2021 1 star wars war of the bounty hunters 2021 1 5 star wars war of the bounty hunters jabba the hutt
2021 1 star wars war of the bounty hunters 4 lom zuckuss 2021 1 star wars war of the bounty hunters boushh
2021 1 star wars war of the bounty hunters ig 88 2021 1 star wars 2020 13 18 star wars bounty hunters 2020
12 17 star wars darth vader 2020 12 17 star wars doctor aphra 2020 10 15 material from star wars war of the
bounty hunters alpha director s cut 2021 1
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The Bounty Hunters
2022-12-13

he s the most feared and successful bounty hunter in the galaxy he is boba fett and even the most hardened
criminals tremble at his name now he faces the deadliest challenge of his infamous career an all out war against
his most dangerous enemies as the rebellion gathers force prince xizor proposes a cunning plan to the emperor
and darth vader smash the power of the bounty hunters guild by turning its members against each other only
the strongest and most ruthless will survive and they can be used against the rebellion it s a job for the fiercely
independent boba fett who jumps at the chance to destroy his rivals but fett soon realizes the game is rigged as
he finds himself the target of murderous factions criminal conspiracies and the evil at the empire s dark heart
boba fett has always finished first and in this game anything less is death features a bonus section following the
novel that includes a primer on the star wars expanded universe and over half a dozen excerpts from some of
the most popular star wars books of the last thirty years

Star Wars: War of the Bounty Hunters Omnibus
2011-06-28

all new comic strip adventures based on the characters and worlds created by george lucas spotlight on those
with an appetite for the chase and a hunger for chaos the vilest villains the deadliest mercenaries the dark
underbelly of a galaxy at war is exposed as never before meet aurra sing the dark femme fatale who strikes
without warning or mercy dengar 4 lom and bossk whose prey is the pilot of a certain millennium falcon and
kenix kil the bounty hunter with an even darker past one that begins with the rise and fall of the crimson empire

The Mandalorian Armor: Star Wars Legends (The Bounty Hunter
Wars)
2000

collects star wars bounty hunters 18 22 in the shocking wake of the war of the bounty hunters the underworld
has become more dangerous than ever t onga has assembled the greatest squad of bounty hunters in the
galaxy including bossk zuckuss and tasu leech for a special mission but as t onga grieves the loss of an old
friend can she keep this ragtag band from killing each other long enough to become a real team hopefully so
because with the crimson dawn organization leading the galaxy into all out war they re running out of time to
save the one young girl who can stop the conflict between syndicates meanwhile a mysterious bounty hunter is
out to assassinate a high ranking imperial officer in a daring hit on a heavily armed cruiser but have they been
given the right target featuring 4 lom and dengar

The Bounty Hunters
2022-10-26

around the time legendary bounty hunter boba fett tumbled into the great pit of carkoon the rebel alliance
discovered a secure blast proof bounty hunter s case holding boba fett s personal items for years it remained
hidden away but now all who wish may unlock the secrets held within press the buttons insert the data card and
the case opens with sounds and lights housed within is a text of great import at some point in his career boba
fett bound together the latest edition of the bounty hunters guild handbook and a manifesto from death watch
the secretive splinter group of mandalorians together these volumes make up the bounty hunter code the
handbook is an essential guide for all bounty hunters senior guild members offer advice for hunters new to the
guild a detailed list of the tools and techniques crucial to the crimson trade and the basics of making a living on
the margins of galactic law boba fett has scrawled additions and commentary in the margins throughout as
have the bounty hunters greedo bossk and dengar all of whom were once in possession of the handbook the
death watch volume part informational guide part manifesto is full of death watch history philosophy and
discussions of key mandalorian gear their famous t visors their celebrated armor and their impressive jetpacks
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this death watch booklet was originally taken from death watch leader tor vizsla and given to boba by his father
jango fett and features handwritten notes from father to son boba in turn intended to leave it to his daughter
and so he s added his own annotations to aid in her education the bounty hunter aurra sing and the pirate
hondo ohnaka have added their commentary as well tucked beneath the bounty hunter code is cradossk s
memoir making a killing a brutal account of his rise to the top of the bounty hunters guild from the creators of
book of sith and the jedi path in collaboration with lucasfilm the bounty hunter code reveals the secrets of the
hunt and offers insight into this demanding dangerous and misunderstood profession the case includes the
bounty hunter code the 48 page memoirs of cradossk former head of the bounty hunters guild with an
inscription from the author to boba fett a kamino saberdart boba fett s captain s license boba fett s arms permit
slave i s official operating license an imperial wanted poster for han solo an inventory slip from the rebel alliance
forces who discovered and seized boba s property

Star Wars
2013-10-29

one of the best manhunters in the business jake king usually chases fugitives on the run but now he s been
hired to protect a beautiful private eye who s flirting with danger her name is angela and the last thing she
wants is hired muscle getting in the way of her investigation but this time she s so deep undercover she could
use all the muscle she can get her hands on jake agrees to play by angela s rules and lay low while she gets
close to one of the deadliest crime lords to have entered the states but the closer angela gets to her target the
closer she feels to jake as her bodyguard he has more than just a professional interest in her body and he ll do
anything to keep her safe but angela is playing a dangerous game with a criminal mastermind who can make
any woman his slave and she could be next

The Bounty Hunter Code
2011-10-04

in a wild and battle scarred galaxy assassins pirates smugglers and cutthroats of every description roam at will
fearing only the professional bounty hunters amoral adventurers who track down the scum of the universe for a
fee when darth vader seeks to strike at the heart of the rebellion by targeting han solo and the millennium
falcon he calls upon six of the most successful and feared hunters including the merciless boba fett they all
have two things in common lust for profit and contempt for life featuring original stories by kevin j anderson m
shayne bell daniel keys moran kathy tyers and dave wolverton features a bonus section following the novel that
includes a primer on the star wars expanded universe and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular star wars books of the last thirty years

Stay Hungry
2011-06-28

boba fett bound together the bounty hunters guild and the death watch recruiting booklet together these form
the bounty hunter code this is an illustrated guide for all bounty hunters containing the secrets of the hunt of
this misunderstood profession as well as the bounty hunter philosophy also included are discussions of armour
and weaponry

Tales of the Bounty Hunters: Star Wars Legends
2014-08-01

sky moran comes home to find his pregnant wife laying naked outside their burning house with a bullet hole in
her back seeking vengeance sky goes after the killers wanting to rid the west of outlaws he became a bounty
hunter twenty year old thomasina taylor worked in her father s gun shop as a talented gunsmith due to her
father s failing health she was destined to take over the shop thomasina loved working with guns and shooting
them but thomasina was troubled because men would not speak to a woman about guns women did not know
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anything about guns and could not shoot one day out of frustration she cut off her beautiful chestnut colored
hair and came downstairs dressed in her father s clothes shocking him dressed as a man called tom she was a
success the day thomasina waited on soft spoken tall handsome sky she was immediately smitten she was
envious of what she saw as an exciting lifestyle when she told sky she was good with a gun and wanted to join
him he laughed and said it wasn t a job for a boy knowing where sky was going she followed him after saving
him from two road agents and impressing him with her gun skills she was allowed to join him he called her
tommy she knew if sky realized she was a woman he would never have allowed it on one hunt sky and tommy
received much needed help from sedgewick county deputy cory jackson when rex davis joined the bounty
hunting duo sheriff rice called them the crew the crew developed a deadly reputation for bringing outlaws to
justice will thomasina be able to hide her true identity from her two partners will she be able to keep her
growing feelings for sky a secret what will happen when the crew and the regulators meet

Star Wars - the Bounty Hunter Code
2022-11

he s the most feared and successful bounty hunter in the galaxy he is boba fett and even the most hardened
criminals tremble at his name now he faces the deadliest challenge of his infamous career an all out war against
his most dangerous enemies as the rebellion gathers force prince xizor proposes a cunning plan to the emperor
and darth vader smash the power of the bounty hunters guild by turning its members against each other only
the strongest and most ruthless will survive and they can be used against the rebellion it s a job for the fiercely
independent boba fett who jumps at the chance to destroy his rivals but fett soon realizes the game is rigged as
he finds himself the target of murderous factions criminal conspiracies and the evil at the empire s dark heart
boba fett has always finished first and in this game anything less is death

Star Wars: The Secrets of the Bounty Hunters
2021-11-05

boba fett fears only one enemy the one he cannot see feared and admired respected and despised boba fett
enjoys a dubious reputation as the galaxy s most successful bounty hunter yet even a man like boba fett can
have one too many enemies when boba fett stumbles across evidence implicating prince xizor in the murder of
luke skywalker s aunt and uncle fett makes himself an enemy even he fears the unknown mastermind behind a
monstrous deception who will kill to hide his tracks fett also finds himself in possession of an amnesiac young
woman named neelah who may be the key to the mystery or a decoy leading fett into a murderous ambush fett
s last hope is to run through the list of xizor s hidden enemies and since xizor s hidden enemies are almost as
legion as fett s the chance of survival is slim even for someone as skilled and relentless as boba fett features a
bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the star wars expanded universe and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular star wars books of the last thirty years 1999 lucasfilm ltd and tm
all rights reserved used under authorization

The Crew
1998-06-01

determined to prove himself to an elite team of professional manhunters bounty hunter ben mercy sets out to
capture the most wanted man in america a search that leads him to zoey the gorgeous daughter of one of the
most powerful men in california who dares him to take a gamble on love

The Mandalorian Armor: Star Wars Legends (The Bounty Hunter
Wars)
2011-06-28

collects star wars bounty hunters 23 28 a clear and present dengar the galaxy s most underestimated bounty
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hunter is leading t onga s crew on a desperate attempt to break into the crimson dawn s stronghold but he s
also leading them into a trap now time is running out and one of them may not survive vukorah s deadly
revenge meanwhile the cybernetic valance has found new purpose as darth vader s secret weapon but how far
is he willing to go to protect an imperial officer from assassins dengar may be about to get exactly what he
deserves valance makes a decision that will change everything and the bounty hunters are locked in a
desperate attempt to escape the pull of a black hole but the good news is the pykes might kill them first

Hard Merchandise: Star Wars Legends (The Bounty Hunter Wars)
1981

collects star wars bounty hunters 2020 12 17 the war of the bounty hunters rages across the galaxy as valance
and his reluctant partner dengar race to intercept boba fett and his precious cargo deadly pursuers are after
them a dark secret from valance s past with han solo is about to emerge and it may get him killed all these
years later but who is the mysterious leader of an assassination squad driving valance into a life and death
confrontation with an old friend meanwhile t onga is outgunned and outnumbered but she does have one last
surprise up her sleeve and as the shadowy mastermind behind everything makes their move valance and
dengar try their luck at the canto bight casino and t onga puts a crew together with faces both fearsome and
familiar

The Bounty Hunter
2013-03-26

a role playing game book based on the adventures of havet storm the grandson of a jedi knight who discovers
he has inherited the force and eventually joins the rebel alliance readers have the chance to fight the evil
empire bounty hunters and an assortment of evil space creatures

Hot Pursuit
1984

evangeline hallowell has sworn not to rest until she finds the dirty swindler who conned her sister so when
colorado s best bounty hunter j d raven refuses to help the determined heiress joins the trail as his wife for
better or for worse with enemies galore gunning for him the last thing raven needs is some stubborn sass
mouthed hellcat landing them both in bigger trouble but he soon finds keeping eva safe is way easier than
keeping himself from wanting her

The Bounty Hunters
2023-02-01

checking into a colorado ski lodge for some serious downtime bounty hunter marc king wants nothing more than
to cool off and chill out but then he meets london brooke she s one of the hottest women marc s ever met and
the sparks between them could melt the rockies but this beautiful intelligent and beguiling stranger is hiding a
secret from marc that could get them both killed london knows she can trust a man like marc but how can she
tell him about the mysterious package she receives and the photos that threaten to expose her past with time
running out london has no choice but to draw marc into a dangerous world of blackmail and revenge as a
professional marc can t refuse her as a man he can t resist her but the deeper he falls the deadlier the game
and if he doesn t play his cards right he could lose london forever

Star Wars
2021-12-29

at some point in his career boba fett bound together two volumes of great importance to him the latest edition
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of the bounty hunters guild handbook and a recruiting booklet put out by death watch the secretive splinter
group of mandalorians together these volumes make up the bounty hunter code the handbook contains the
secrets of the ins and outs of a demanding misunderstood profession the death watch volume is full of death
watch history and philosophy with handwritten notes from jango fett to his son boba the bounty hunter code
along with boba fett s personal effects is housed within a secure blast proof bounty hunter s case recovered by
alliance forces after the enigmatic tracker s untimely end at the pit of carkoon

Star Wars
2020-06-15

collects star wars 2020 13 18 the hunt for han chewbacca has heard from an old friend with intelligence on the
location of notorious bounty hunter boba fett who is in possession of the carbon frozen body of han solo along
with luke skywalker the loyal wookiee sets off in search of his lost friend on an adventure to nar shaddaa better
known as the smuggler s moon but this mission may prevent plucky astromech droid r2 d2 from passing along a
crucial message to luke a message that will affect the fate of the entire jedi order as their missing friend sparks
a war of the bounty hunters across the galaxy luke embarks upon an epic mission with wedge antilles and the
brave pilots of starlight squadron as leia chewie and lando take on boba fett the saga of star wars continues to
surprise

Bounty Hunter: Nothing to Nobody
2020-04-20

collects star wars the bounty hunters aurra sing star wars the bounty hunters kenix kil star wars the bounty
hunters scoundrel s wages star wars boba fett twin engines of destruction the star wars galaxy is populated by
rogues rebels and rabble rousers many carry a hefty price on their heads whether put there by criminal
overlords like jabba the hutt or by the iron fist of the galactic empire and where bounties are offered bounty
hunters will be there to claim them the stealthy and merciless aurra sing the fierce and relentless bossk the sly
and mercenary dengar the calculating and precise 4 lom the audacious and deadly kenix kil and the most
feared manhunter of them all boba fett four tales of life on the run created by a small army of comics luminaries
the bounty hunters is a must read for star wars fans predator and prey alike

Bounty Hunter
1993

Star Wars
2008-08-01

The Bounty Hunter and the Heiress
2011-03-29

Get Lucky
2013-10-01
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The Bounty Hunter Code
2016

The Bounty Hunter
2022-05-11

War of the bounty hunters
2006

The Bounty Hunter
2021-12-29

Star Wars Vol. 3
1999

Star Wars Masterpiece Edition
2014-01-08

Star Wars
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